360 Sustainability
Sustainability management software

Empowering Trust®
Gather, analyze and communicate all of your sustainability data in one place

UL can help bring together complex data in a robust system, meeting both internal and external reporting needs and engaging your various stakeholders. Without the tools to automate time-consuming tasks into accurate reports and dashboards, resources are limited and it can seem impossible to evaluate overall performance, manage risk, drive cost reduction and identify initiatives.

Our solution
360 Sustainability makes it easy to collect reliable data across your whole organization, whether you collect data centrally or delegate it worldwide. We help companies gather and analyze data for their annual CSR/Sustainability reports and meet a range of external requirements including the CDP, GRI, DJSI, and UN Global Compact. In addition to automating reporting, 360 Sustainability gives you the data you need to create and track new sustainability initiatives in your organization.

Key features and benefits
- Simple online forms help ensure incidents are logged consistently
- Consolidate information for ongoing performance management, external disclosure and strategic decision making
- Report to frameworks such as CDP, GRI, DJSI, SASB, and UN Global Compact
- Intuitive and user-friendly system to simplify data collection
- Quality checks on data to ensure you are getting reliable information
- A full audit trail to help support external assurance for your reporting
- Flexible reporting tools like customizable charts, tables and dashboards
- Real time meter reading and management
- ENERGY STAR®, Urjanet and GRESB integration
A closer look at 360 Sustainability

How do I collect the information?

- Integrate with existing systems or even pull data straight from your energy suppliers, streamlining and automating data collection wherever possible
- Delegate online forms and collect data with approval steps
- Import data from Microsoft (MS) Excel
- Keep a full audit trail in the system to help make third party assurance more robust and less complicated

What reporting and management tools will I get?

- “Drag and drop” chart builder (with your colors and fonts applied by default)
- Excel exports to get large amounts of data out of the system
- PDF and MS Word report templates
- Dashboard views of performance against targets
- Scorecard view to distill complex performance data into simplified traffic light overviews
- Interactive maps to view information spatially

How do I communicate performance?

Corporate responsibility is about more than collecting and holding data it’s about sharing it with your stakeholders in a transparent manner. We take our customers beyond the first hurdle of data collection and give them tools to support their reporting:

- Export print quality, branded images
- Configure and share dashboard views with your users
- Automatically export charts directly to your intranet or corporate website
- Integrate our dashboards, mapping tools and more with your website